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COLONIAL SYSTEMS OF CONTROL

CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN NIGERIA
Internationally, the search for solutions to social conflict has resulted in reconsideration of traditional approaches and the development of innovative harm reduction based analyses that extend beyond the narrow focus of conventional criminology. Contemporary alternative perspectives in criminology range from critical analyses of current punitive justice policies and practices to explorations of non-punitive approaches such as peacemaking, transformative justice, and penal abolition.

This collection welcomes a range of theoretical and practice-based contributions that challenge established notions of punitive justice: from pre-colonial approaches (e.g. Aboriginal Healing), ethnographic studies, and harm reduction models to radical critiques of contemporary models of social control.

The collection publishes works in both English and French.
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Robert Gaucher
In Loving Memory of

Sylvester Monday Anagaba – a.k.a. Motivating Monday -

and the many others who perish behind the violent walls of colonial prisons around the globe
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